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The Day New York
Banned Fracking
Where were you when you first heard

that New York was going to ban fracking?
Do you remember? If you were a part of the
historic grassroots movement that created one
of the greatest environmental victories in New
York State history, you probably do.
I’m sure that moment is not the only
memory you have of the six-year struggle. You
probably remember every late night meeting you
attended, every person you spoke to about the
ills of fracking, every email you forwarded, every
facebook post you shared, and every one of your
daughter’s Thursday night soccer games you
missed because you were preparing comments on
New York’s environmental impact study.
Actually, the more I think about it, the more
I realize that is probably impossible. After six
long years of organizing, no one, not even I, could
possibly remember the thousand steps that it took
to win the ban on fracking. But we can look back
to see how this movement has grown and how it
has had a hand in shaping history. We all know
that there was no single moment that defined this
struggle, but rather thousands of moments over
thousands of days and nights, bringing together

by Josh Fox

hundreds of thousands of people.
When I heard the news that fracking was
banned, I was 6,000 miles away. I was on a boat on
the Amazon River in Peru. I was just emerging from
a grueling five-day shoot to report on a devastating
oil spill deep in the rainforest when text messages
started coming in from distant cellphone towers.
First one message, then two, and then a flood of
messages poured in. After seeing firsthand the
devastation of what the oil industry can do to a
pristine river basin, the news coming from New York
was even more surreal and poignant.
As you all know, New York Governor Andrew
Cuomo had announced, based on considerable
scientific evidence, that fracking was unsafe and
would not happen in New York State.
We had done it—we had banned fracking in
New York, a decision that seven years ago many
people had said was impossible.
A grassroots movement made up of citizens, artists,
mothers, fathers, students, wine makers, brewers,
farmers, city folks, and so many more had worked so
diligently to insist that science would hold the day.
When I started researching and filming Gasland
in 2008, there was no science on fracking. A few

scant reports existed from places far out west—
Wyoming, Texas, Colorado—but none gained much
media attention. In 2015 there are now over 400
peer-reviewed scientific papers on fracking, with
over 95% of them indicating serious health concerns.
Fracking research has exploded this year, with an
average of one scientific paper coming out per day.
But none of that would have happened without
a genuine grassroots movement, with hundreds of
mom and pop anti-fracking organizations springing
up at kitchen counters and picnic tables across the
state. Together, we’ve set a precedent that continues
to be duplicated all around the world. We’ve won
bans and moratoriums on fracking in France, in the
Netherlands, in Germany, in Australia, in South
Africa and in parts of Colorado, Vermont, New
Mexico; and just this week we won again with a
total moratorium in Scotland. Why are we winning?
Because science is on our side and because we are on
the right side of history

…

JOSH FOX & FRIENDS

Bring Solutions to Plattsburgh, NY
… This is the hard part. As proud as

I am of our movement and as amazed as I am by
our accomplishments, I have to drop the science
once again. I have to ask us all to face the music
once again. I am writing to you to tell you that
all of these bans on fracking will be worthless,
completely worthless, if we stop here. There is no
ban on fracking without replacing the fuel source.
We simply have to stop using oil and gas. That’s
the only true ban. Without working as hard as
we can on renewable energy, without working to
kick the gas habit, I dare say, our actions have been
hypocritical.
Even though we have a legislative ban on
fracking- we will never be rid of the fear and
tragedy of fracking until we replace the fuel. That
is why we are coming to you with our new touring
campaign, “The Solutions Grassroots Tour: Solar
home Companion.”
We’ve worked hard to create relationships
with the best renewable energy companies in New
York State, and we are bringing renewable energy
solutions to you, town by town, on an individual,
community and town-wide basis. Come and join the
discussion and learn with us.
On Sunday, March 8th at 3:00 p.m., I and an
array of renewable energy experts will be visiting
Plattsburgh. We will start off the conversation with
some of our organizing history and a bit of music;

We Have
A Future! EvENT

we will even show you sneak peeks of my new film
on climate change before anyone else in the world
sees it. But we will begin the conversation of how
to get New York State off fossil fuels and onto the
wind and sun. It starts with you, as it always does.
Please join us.
As a community we’ll sit down and figure out
how we can build energy that’s not only healthier
for our towns and planet, but energy that’s
democratic, and will benefit all people.
I don’t know about you, but I get really excited
when I think about renewable energy. We have a
chance to fix something that has been polluting our
earth and our government for a very long time.
Together, as a community, we can overcome
anything. We can build something better. In the
room that day we will offer you the ability to switch
to a renewable energy provider, put solar on the roof
of your house, or just organize for better renewable
energy laws. It’s a conversation that is both literally
and figuratively electric.
I can’t wait to start that with you on March 8th.
Bring your friends. Bring your family. And most
importantly—Bring your electricity bill. Let’s start
this new day together. Let’s all remember where we
were when we finally began to get off fossil fuels.
That is the only real ban, that is the only real way
we have a future.

March 8 SUNY
3:00 PM Plattsburgh

Why I Spent a Day
In Supreme Court

ON THURSDAY, 12 DECEMBER 2013

My

by W. Timothy Palmer

wife and I got caught up in the local roots
of the Republican national disenfranchisement strategy.
She had participated in get-out-the vote initiatives ever
since John Kerry was swift-boated in 2004. As a result
she was threatened with individual, Federal charges for
participating in voter fraud during the 2012 election.
(She was completely innocent, by the way.)
That was why I spent two afternoons in New York
Supreme Court. Every registered Democrat in the
Town of Plattsburgh who had a volunteer help him/
her vote by absentee ballot in the 2012 election—almost
forty of them—was subpoenaed to appear in Court 12
December 2013. For the most part, these were people of
minimal means, many of them on public assistance and
living in public housing. Their court appearance was the
latest in a whole series of harassments.
Those who live in public housing first had notes
tacked on their doors, warning them against absentee
balloting.
After they had voted, there was a sequence of
unexpected visits regarding why and how they had voted
by absentee ballot. For some, these included:
Being called on by private detectives, Then by the
police, who came to their homes or took them to the
City Police Station to ask about how and why they
voted, Then the plaintiffs in the case, two Republican
candidates who posed as Board of Elections workers,
visited some of them. Using this ruse, they entered the
voters’ homes and questioned them about why and how
they used absentee ballots. (Did you ever vote before?
No? Well, why did you vote ThIS time?) The plaintiffs
lawyers referred to it as a “scheme”.
As a retired Public health nurse, I have known
many folks in this socio-economic class very well. Some
of them had to ask for time off from a minimum-wage
job that does not include any leave benefits. (“And

Corruption
in America
From Benjamin Franklin’s Snuff Box
to Citizens United
by Zephyr Teachout

A Book RevieW BY BiLL CoWAN

Yes

, the author is the same Zephyr
Teachout who ran and lost in the New York State
Democratic Party primary race for governor in 2014.
Published by harvard University Press in 2014, this
370-page book traces the differences between British
and French views of political corruption, and the new
and very different definition argued and used by the
new United States at the end of the 18th century.
It was common practice in the 18th century—and
even earlier—to give gifts to departing ambassadors and
other similar functionaries, and such was the case when
Ben Franklin ended his tour of duty at the French court
in 1785. In Franklin’s case, the gift was a diamondencrusted snuff box. Four hundred and eight diamonds
surrounded a cover picture of the French king, Louis
XVI. however, the Articles of Confederation, in force
at the time, contained an anticorruption rule that
required such gifts to be approved by Congress, thereby
making them suspect as corrupt.
Teachout argues that this idea of corruption
survived throughout most of the American legal history.
It “is at the foundation of ... our freedoms. Corruption,
in the American tradition, does not just include ...
bribes and theft from the public till, but encompasses ...
situations where politicians and public institutions serve
private interests at the public’s expense.”
“This idea of corruption ... guards the public
morality of the interactions between representatives
of government and private parties, foreign parties,
or other politicians. The [French] king’s gift [to

why did you say you need this time off—you were
subpoenaed? For what, again?” )
At least seven of them also had to arrange for
childcare. Many had to overcome the disability that
kept them from voting in the first place in order to get
to court. Shut-ins. People with disabled children. A
new double amputee! It did not matter; they were ALL
SUBPOENED. And one line of questioning they got
every time was, “Well, you could get to Court today, so
why couldn’t you get to the polling place on Election
Day?”
They were all traumatized by the experience. Many
of them were practically scared to death! Of the fifteen
people interrogated on the 12th, only one was spunky
enough to ask to speak to the Court. She pointed at
the two Republican Board of Elections imposters and
described her experience of having them come to her
home to interrogate her. however, the most important
thing she said, was, “You have a whole waiting room full
of people out there who will never vote again!”
One woman said flat-out she will never, ever vote
again. This was the real point of the whole exercise. I
admit a bias, but as I watched those poor people being
belittled, I was witnessing one of the cruel forces behind
so much of the well-moneyed resistance to climate change.
The Right is working desperately hard to compensate for
Latino and African American demographics by making
sure ‘those’ people don’t vote. They set barriers of special
IDs (like the Texas law that disenfranchised about one
third of married or divorced women by denying them the
vote if name on their picture ID doesn’t perfectly match
their voter registration.)1,2
On December 12 of last year, I watched as the
plaintiff ’s lawyer worked to disenfranchise people
because they no longer live in the district where they
originally registered! My wife, and other volunteers,
worked long and hard to get people registered to vote
(many who never voted before) and to help them get

Franklin] threatened this kind of corruption because it
encouraged a positive tacit relationship between France
and Franklin, built on diamonds.” Teachout outlines
the ways in which actions treated as not corrupt in
Britain and France were labelled as corrupt in the
newly formed American political culture. She calls it
“a deep commitment to representative responsiveness
at the core.” The American political tradition focuses
on “the virtues of love for the public and the dangers of
unrestrained self-interest.”
The bulk of this book is devoted to tracing the rise
and fall, and many variations of this concept, through
200 years of American history. A chapter is devoted
to “Yazoo,” an early 1800s bribery scandal in which
speculators paid legislators to sell state land for much
less than its worth. Another chapter is devoted to the
mid-19th century legal battles over the building of the
railroads across America. And yet another is devoted
to scandals of the Teddy Roosevelt era.
Finally, toward the end, she focuses on the 2010
Supreme Court case, Citizens United. The immediate
forerunner case occurred in 1993, when a trade
association gave then Secretary of Agriculture Mike
Espy tickets to the U.S. Open Tennis Tournament,
several pieces of expensive luggage, several meals, a
framed print, and a crystal bowl. The total value of the
gifts was almost $6,000. When the gifts came to light,
the government prosecuted the trade association for
violating a section of the 1962 bribery law that forbids
gifts “for or because of any official act performed or to
be performed.” The trade association was convicted, but
the case was appealed eventually to the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court, however, sided with the
trade association, and as Teachout says, “revealed ...
how far the Court had come from the framing era,
where gracious presents were understood as swords
of power.” The Court never discussed the gifts clause
of the Constitution. Instead, writing for the Court,
Justice Scalia found it incomprehensible that the
statute would criminalize “a complimentary lunch for
the Secretary of Agriculture.”

an absentee ballot they are entitled to! “Who in
Clinton County is going to want to volunteer to
get the vote out now?,” I wondered.
The moneyed class does not care about the
cost. It knew that even if it lost in court and in
the election, the real objective would have been
achieved—disenfranchisement. The end of that
first day was quite telling. At 5:30 PM, about twodozen people had not yet been called in to testify,
and the defending lawyer wanted to have the ballots
that had been cleared, and counted. If they decided
the election, there would be no point in continuing.
however, the Republican plaintiffs did not want
to count the ballots. Because it was not about the
very few votes they were successfully challenging
on technicalities. They wanted to be sure those
people who had been sitting, sweating out the wait
to be called into Court, would have to come back
December 20 to go through the whole thing again.
Resource-poor people like this all across the
country are now targeted for disenfranchisement.
The only reason the rich folks taking aim on them
only give a damn about their inconvenience is
because it is a good way to discourage them from
ever voting again. They were more than pleased to
keep paying their two lawyers to keep the court in
session.
They knew that the more time that they had
in court, the greater the opportunity to bully a
couple dozen more people and insure they will
never, ever vote again!
The bullies managed to arrange for another
day in Court. All those people still in the waiting
room would have to arrange for at least one more
day off work, an additional day of child care and
maybe special transportation because of disability.
I decided I would come back, too…
__________
Notes
1. Esselink, Jean Ann, “Texas Republicans Find a Way to
Disenfranchise Women Voters,”
The New Civil Rights Movement (October 17, 2013).
http://thenewcivilrightsmovement.com/texas-republicans-find-away-to-disenfranchise-women-voters/news/2013/10/17/77023#.
UqquP42SK-M
2. Roth, Zachary, “Wendy Davis’ Fix to Voting Law Lets her
Cast Ballot” MSNBC
(November 1, 2013)
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/wendy-davis-outsmarts-texasvoter-id-law

Nine years later in Citizens United—a
case that involved spending money against
hillary Clinton’s primary campaign—the Court
demolished all limits on corporate expenditures.
It said that political spending is protected speech,
and “nothing except corruption or the appearance
of corruption could justify restrictions on that
speech.” As Teachout concludes, “It is not merely
that the anticorruption value is outweighed by
other values—the due process clause, the First
Amendment—it is that it no longer exists.”
In effect, Teachout is trying to bring back
the Founding Fathers’ concept of corruption.
She wants it recognized that the anticorruption
principle is central to American political thought,
and that it is incorporated in jurisprudence and
public debate. She wants it recognized that
corruption is still the “abuse of public power for
private benefit.”
Calling it a “quasi-paradox,” Teachout argues
that “without corruption law, or the concept of
corruption, rule of law fails because laws can’t be
applied equally. Yet with corruption law, and the
concept of corruption, we can’t always discover
the precision that rule of law seems to require.”
She then outlines some of the actions state and
the federal legislature could take to return to the
Founders concepts of corruption.
This was not an easy book to read. Though
Teachout writes with great care and precision,
and even simplicity of expression, this reader
needed occasionally to re-read passages to make
sure he had understood their central meaning.
In spite of that observation, he would argue that
it’s an important, perhaps even seminal, work.
he recommends it as a way to understand how
far we have come from the ideas of the Founding
Fathers, and a way to face the long-term
problems—mainly theoretical, but also practical—
that now face our democracy.
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An Open Letter to NY21 Rep. Elise
Dear Ms. Stefanik,

d about
Some of your constituents are concerne
the TransFast Track legislation in connection with
ements. This concern reverberates
Pacific Partnership and other trade agre
across the political spectrum.
trade to Congress, pure and simple.
The Constitution gives authority over
Congress, of making certain that any
Both the duty and the privilege fall to
work well for the nation as a whole.
trade agreement the nation makes will
nst a Fast Track bill, by any
We sincerely hope that you will vote agai
including as an attachment to another
name and under any guise whatsoever,
desirable bill.
enders to the executive branch its
Once such a bill is passed, Congress surr
rol over the content of the agreement.
opportunity to have any significant cont
a yea or nay vote, after the President had
Thereafter, Congress would have only
discussion. No amendments would then
signed it, with little time for review or

(All Free and Public Welcome)

2/13, 11 AM, Angell College Center,
SUNY Divestburgh, Global Divestment Day Event
http://act.350.org/event/gdd_attend/10269
2/14, 1 PM, Lake Forest Senior Community
People For Positive Action Monthly Meeting
2/21, 1 PM, Lake Forest Senior Community
Book Study Group, 3rd Session,
What Then Must We Do? By Gar Alperovitz
Call Will for Information 324-4637

be allowed.
t be written or revised to conform
Perhaps worst is that any laws that mus
ld also be done by the executive, not
to the terms of the trade agreement wou
into TPP. What, then, remains of
the legislative, branch. This is written
propriate.
Congress’ role? We find this most inap
er its Constitutional powers to
Why would Congress want to surrend
tly?
a president it disagrees with so vehemen
k is necessar y to get trade deals passed.
Trac
Fast
You’ve probably heard that
s among the hundreds of U.S. trade
In fact, “It has been employed 16 time
since the mid 1970s.” (Lori Wallach,
and commercial agreements completed
Authority). The first Fast Track bill was
The Rise and Fall of Fast Track Trade
d intermittently in the years since
passed in 1974. It has been re-authorize
way trade agreements are handled.
then. But it is definitely not the normal
you, as our representativce in
In closing, we respectfully request that
ose Trade Promotion Authority in any
Congress, vote against and actively opp
clothing.
form whatsoever. It’s a wolf in sheep’s

2/23, 1 PM, Government Center
1st floor meeting room
Coordinated Transportation human Services Meeting
2/28, 8 PM, 30 City in Downtown Plattsburgh
Screening Movie “Bidder 70”
3/8, 3 PM, Yokum 200 Auditorium, SUNY Campus
Solutions Grassroots Tour with Josh Fox and Friends
3/10, 2 PM, Warren Ballroom, Angell Center, SUNY
Sidewalk Safety Community Forum

Mar y-Alice Shemo
should call Elise Stefanik’s Washington
Readers who agree with the views expressed here
to 512 Cannon house Office Building,
office at 202-225-4611 or copy & send the letter
Washington, DC 20515

NAFTA, CAFTA
and TPP

Upcoming
Events

3/10, 6 PM, Town of Plattsburgh Town Hall
League of Women Voters presents
Systems of Renewable Energy

by Tim Palmer

SHOULD INTERNATIONAL TRADE
AGREEMENTS (ITAs) MATTER TO ME?

I

nternational Trade Agreements (ITAs)
are gargantuan business deals, like the North
and Central American Free Trade Agreements
(NAFTA and CAFTA). They benefit transnational corporations, which promote them as the
best way to increase trade. This is supposed to be
good for jobs, great for labor, and a modern cureall for national trade deficits.
President Obama is enthusiastically
advocating for the United States to join the
biggest one yet—the Transpacific Partnership, or
TPP. Our focus should be on the implications
the TPP may have on production of the
greenhouse gas (GhG), CO2, which comes from
burning fossil fuels and causes Anthropogenic
(human caused) Global Warming (AGW). This
important issue affects every American.
ITAs do stimulate international trade, which
has led to a 400% increase in container-ship traffic
during the last twenty years.1 Such ships burn
‘bunker fuel’, which is so polluting it cannot even
be used on land. The colossal engines of just 16
large ships burning the stuff can produce as much
pollution as all the world’s cars! 2
Under ITA terms, no country is required
to account for any emissions produced by such
transport of goods. These are “kept off the books.”3
ITAs facilitate trade by sanctioning relocation
of manufacturing to developing countries, like
hina and Bangladesh. There, the lowest cost labor
available uses unregulated energy technology,
burning dirty coal, to maximize corporate profits.
Closing America’s cleaner factories to make
the same goods in grimy ones overseas not only
costs many American jobs, it also produces six

times more GhGs/unit of production. 4 Under ITA
rules, all these additional emissions from making
imported goods that used to be produced in the US are
credited to the country they come from. As a result,
although we consume the same goods, importing
them from China shifts responsibility for their fossil
fuel emissions away from us, which allows the U.S.
to falsely claim credit for reducing GhG production.
We also claim we can do nothing more until countries
like China do something about all that pollution
they are making (half of which actually comes from
manufacturing goods for export to us)! 5
Another Very Important Problem. National
sovereignty is severely damaged under the terms of
ITAs through a process called Investor-State Dispute
Settlement (ISDS). Under both NAFTA and CAFTA,
for example, corporations sue member governments
directly for compensation of real or potential lost profits
that might result from a nation’s legitimate laws. This
is done by invoking the ISDS tribunals, which are
staffed by corporate lawyers, to demand government
(i.e. taxpayer) compensation for lost profits. Only the
plaintiff corporation and defending government may
attend the proceedings, where unelected tribunalists
“decide cases behind closed doors, (and) there is no
appeal of their ruling to a real court.”6
In 2005, a World Trade Organization official
stated that ISDS enables challenges against “almost
any measure to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.”7
In 2013, for example, the ISDS process quashed
the largest solar industry in Canada.8 however, “at
present, hundreds of multinational corporations are
claiming ‘lost profits’ in ISDS cases,” 9 so corporate
interference with international efforts to control AGW
is just one issue among many.

The main problem with ITAs is that they provide
business with tools to abnegate laws of sovereign
nations. This subjugates the interests of countries
to those of transnational corporations, empowering
the rapidly developing, global system of economic
governance they are in the process of building.
That is why it is critically important for you to
speak out against approval of TPP if you want to avoid
strengthening corporate control of both our own,
and other nations. This largest of the ITAs is the
product of six years of secret negotiations conducted by
representatives from five hundred corporations. Since
none of our elected officials have participated, TPP
represents their business interests in the economies of
twelve Pacific Rim countries, not our own.
We must all convey what we think about joining
TPP to the President and our elected representatives,
and do it in the most direct way possible!
__________________

NOTES:
1. Klein, Naomi, This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. The
Climate; Simon and Schuster (2014), p.79
2. Pearce, Fred, “how 16 Ships Create as Much Pollution as All
the Cars in the World”
3. Op. cit. (Klein)
4. Op. cit. (Klein) p. 80
5. Op. cit. (Klein) p. 80
6. hightower, James, “Lowdown”, (1/15/2015) p. 2
7. Op. cit. (Klein), p. 71
8. “Canada—Certain Measures Affecting the Renewable Energy
Generation Sector; Canada—measures
Relating to the Feed-in Tariff Program,” Reports of the Appellate
Body, World Trade Organization
(5/6/2013); “Ontario to Change Green Energy Law After WTO
Ruling” Canadian Press, 5/29/2014. Ontario
Lowering Future Energy Costs,” Government of Ontario,
Ministry of Energy, press release, (12/11/2013)
9. Op. cit. (hightower), p.2

From Garbage
to Gold
by Alex Fauchet

Have

you ever been accustomed
to doing a routine that ceases to exist when you
move, such as recycling, which your new place of
residence does not offer? When I arrived at SUNY
Plattsburgh, I was familiar with the routine of
composting. It was as simple to me, as it still is
for most people, to throw something away. When
generating food waste in the kitchen, the first thing
I thought was, “Is this compostable or recyclable?”
It was so much a routine that I hardly gave it a
second thought until I arrived at SUNY, where
a lack of such a routine surprised me. I nearly
hoarded compostable material to bring to a friend’s
house because I could not bring myself to throw
something away that I had been making use of for
several years. I even got a worm composting bin
to help manage some of the waste. I was amazed
only because I had been so used to the routine.
Rather than get disappointed with the lack of
composting, I began talking with friends, professors,
and employees at the college. It turns out, as
with just about any project, there was a lot more
interest than I could possibly imagine. A group of
students and I began working with professors in the
Environmental Science Department, particularly Dr.
Rachel Schultz and Dr. Robert Fuller, and with the
campus food provider, Chartwells (they have since
changed their name to Campus Dining). Thus the
Campus Compost Committee was born. Much of
the beginning was focused on brainstorming, trial
and error, and a whole lot of persistence.

When we started we had a group of five
encouraged and dedicated students picking up
compost from two dining facilities and a convenience
store. Compost was collected in 5- gallon buckets
and hauled to our compost pile by wagon Monday
through Friday. We averaged 5-6 buckets when we
started, quickly expanding to 8-12 buckets a day.
Within a year, we were ready to expand again, this
time to the largest dining facility on campus. We
switched to collecting the compost in 33-gallon bins,
easily doubling our operation, and began working
with the Maintenance Department to coordinate
an official location for our piles and to use a vehicle
to shuttle materials from the facilities to the piles.
Going on its second year, the group has remained
strong and motivated to continue its mission.
Many people asked what our mission was, or
even assumed it was to provide nutritious compost
for the student garden, which the Food Group
manages. Our group thought long and hard, finally
deciding that while we would provide compost for
the student garden, we would embrace the bigger
picture: to remove organic material from the waste
stream and make use of it so as to minimize the loss
of nutrients to the landfill, as well as to improve soil
quality by returning those nutrients to the soil. In
effect, we wanted to make sure our mission was not
limited to the capacity of the student garden. That
being said, the student garden gets first priority
to finished compost, followed by the maintenance
department for soil improvement on campus.
If the composting group has taught me
anything, it is that you are not the only one thinking
an idea, only that you have not found others who

The Origins of
UnderCurrents
The

hands Across
the Lake
by Mary-Alice Shemo

familiar with the oil train issue and how it is threatening Lake Champlain.
A light buffet lunch and networking followed; then there were four more
workshops in the afternoon.
This writer was invited by Mollie Matteson of the Center for Biological
Diversity to speak at the bomb train workshop, since we had worked together
to organize the event here on July 5, which observed the first anniversary
of the disaster at Lac Mégantic. As the above-mentioned discussion
progressed, a clipboard was passed around for interested people to sign up for
participation. Eight of those present signed up on the spot.
The task now is to gather a group here in New York State, starting with
Plattsburgh, to flesh out the idea and bring it to life. Another group could
be formed in Essex County. Meanwhile, the folks in Vermont will continue
to recruit and organize. One way to proceed might be for the sub-groups to
meet initially and develop ideas. Later, perhaps a meeting of the larger group
could occur to compare notes and make concrete plans. Some of the work can
also be done by conference calls, which work beautifully when well handled.
The work will be not only to oppose fossil fuel projects, but on a more
positive note, to encourage energy efficiency and renewable energy sources.
There are many points where an impact can be created.
Anyone interested in participating, or with ideas to offer, can contact
Mary-Alice Shemo in NY at <shemogua@juno.com> or Mollie Matteson in
VT at <mmatteson@biologicaldiversity.org>

idea for this community alternative newspaper bubbled up to the surface during an
informal chat after
An a meeting of People For Positive
Action (PfPA) had adjourned. The members were
all saying, in various ways, that people are just not
getting all the news they need in order to make
intelligent and informed decisions as citizens.
The group’s mission statement reads “People
for Positive Action is a group of North Country
Popeour
Francis
citizens committed to improving
civic, social,
In a
to Publish
ENCYCLICAL oN
CLImAtE ChANgE
and environmental lives through
research,
education
Nutshell ...
and action”. It began in April 2012 after a MoveOn
Hey Big Guys!
training event that had been hosted in Plattsburgh.
Participants Pope
were pleased with what they had
learned; they wanted to work at ways to use the
new knowledge. Since then, the group has been
active in various ways. Two major films, “The
Anne
Mousse
United States of ALEC” and “Gasland II” have
been screened on the SUNY campus for town
and academic communities alike, with discussions
afterward.
Visits to elected representatives have been
organized. Trees have been planted. A strip of land
along the river, behind the farmer’s market, has been
formally adopted by our city government, cleaned
up, and trees carefully pruned to enhance visibility
of the river without losing roots that stabilize the
banks. Benches have been added, and an event
was held to open it as “Saranac Riverbank People’s
idea was born at a climate summit sponsored by 350VT in
Montpelier, Vermont, on November 1. Discussion and brain-storming followed
the presentation of a workshop on oil-by-rail, centering on the fact that it’s one
lake and one watershed. Whatever happens to Lake Champlain affects people
who live around it.
Out of that discussion came an idea for collaboration, solidarity and mutual
support among the people struggling with fossil fuel issues on both sides of the
lake, eventually drawing in people who live in various places the rail line passes
through, as well as other places surrounding Lake Champlain.
It was dubbed “Hands Across the Lake”. The concept includes an event
in late spring to symbolize the unity and draw public attention to the issues
involved.
The summit was 350VT’s initial follow-up to the People’s Climate March
in New York City on September 21. There were four workshops in the
morning, including one on the bomb trains. People on the Vermont side of
Lake Champlain have been busy opposing the Vermont Gas pipeline, which is
currently being extended through Addison County to Middlebury, Vermont. A
further extension is proposed to go under Lake Champlain to the International
Paper plant in Ticonderoga. Most attendees at the climate summit were not

by Christopher Lamb

Francis is to publish an
encyclical on climate change and plans to convene
a meeting of faith leaders on the issue ahead of two
crucial summits on the environment next year.
The developments were revealed by Bishop
Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo, Chancellor of the
Pontifical Academy of Sciences, when he delivered
Cafod’s annual Pope Paul VI lecture on Friday last
week.
While it is known that Pope Francis has been
working on a climate change encyclical, its time of
publication had not previously been made public.
Bishop Sorondo, an Argentinian who is close
to the Pope, said the encyclical would be produced
in time to influence “next year’s crucial decisions”,
which include a meeting in September at the United
Nations to draft the Sustainable Development
Goals and another gathering on climate change in
Paris in December.

On the planned papal meeting the bishop said
the Pope wanted to bring leaders of the main
religions together “to make all people aware of the
state of our climate and the tragedy of social
exclusion”.
In September in an article for the journal
Science, two academics called for a “massive
mobilisation” of public opinion by the Vatican
and other religions to take action to protect the
environment.
In his lecture the bishop said the problems for
the natural world have been exacerbated by the fact
economic activity is only measured according to
gross domestic product that “does not take into
account the degradation of the earth” nor “the
unjust inequalities between countries and within
countries”.
Bishop Sorondo told The Tablet: “The Pope is
very aware that the consequences of climate change
affect all people, but especially the poor. This is the
moral consequence, the moral imperative.”
Above: Pope Francis links care of creation to
love of neighbour. Photo: CNS
Originally published in The Tablet on 15
November 2014. Reprinted here with the kind
permission of the Publisher. Please visit The Tablet
at http://www.thetablet.co.uk
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Yah, It’s us the Little Guys.

Just want you to know It’s easy to win a game
when your opponent doesn’t
know he’s being played.

We know we’re being played
now . . .

So game on and may the best
guys win!

SUBMITTED FAITHFULLY BY YOUR
CORRESPONDENT,

(rah! rah!)

NExT TIME: In Search of the Level
Playing Field

by Mary Alice Shemo
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North Country Politics
–Again
by Bill Cowan

In

the weeks before the 2013 General
Election several enrollees in the local Democratic and Working Family Party decided to
encourage unregistered local citizens to register
to vote and to offer absentee ballots to those
who qualified. As I reported in the first and
second issues of UnderCurrents, local Republican Party officials unsuccessfully challenged
those efforts, even sending local police to the
homes of those who had worked to enroll
voters, a clear effort to harass any who had
dared to become involved.
Now fast forward ten months. I received
a letter (see attached) from the New York
State Attorney General’s office in September
of this year; it is signed by Colleen M. Glavin,
Assistant Attorney General, Public Integrity
Bureau.
The letter states that the New York State
Police asked the Attorney General’s office
to investigate, “and if necessary criminally
prosecute allegations of false or fraudulently

completed absentee ballot applications” on which
my name had appeared. The same letter was sent to
other people who had also helped collect absentee
ballots.
The letter further asks that I have an attorney
contact Ms. Glavin to “discuss this matter.” It
concludes by stating that if Ms. Glavin does not
hear from my attorney, “a criminal complaint may
be lodged” against me, and a warrant may be sought
for my arrest. That’s enough to strike fear in the
minds of anyone . . . and what does someone do
who cannot afford an attorney?
In due course, an attorney whom I had known
for many years agreed to represent me. She made an
appointment with Ms. Glavin and met with her in
her Albany office on September 24th.
It has been two months since that meeting.
Neither my attorney nor I have heard anything
further, and it appears that the State has taken no
further action.
I am left, however, with a public but
unsubstantiated allegation that impugns my name

Civil Rights?

by
Debra
Buell

Plattsburgh, NY

and reputation. In our two-hundred-year-old justice
system it has always been assumed that the accused
may know his or her accusers, and if required, face
them in a court of law.
I don’t know the identity of my accusers,
and—I don’t know the precise nature of their
accusations! I don’t even know who filed the
original allegation with the State Police!

providing the assistance should either
initiate fund termination proceedings
or refer the matter to the Department
of Justice for appropriate legal action.
Generally, all State and
Federal oversight agencies attempt
a voluntary resolution first. This
is done partly to save taxpayer
monies and partly to reach quicker compliance. The
resolution attempts start with a warning letter, usually
involve some sort of investigation; then a mediation or
settlement effort is initiated. Only if all of that fails will
the oversight agency then refer the case to the United
States Department of Justice (DOJ). The Dept. of Justice
will also attempt the very same resolution steps before it
proceeds to a lawsuit. This attempt at getting equal access
and equal justice, no matter how many people are being
harmed while it is undertaken, can last from three to ten
years.
Local agencies and others that provide transportation
violate the Civil Rights Act, the Americans with
Disabilities Act, and Federal funding laws when they
don’t have ramps in their vehicles, don’t announce bus
stops for the blind, or don’t offer the same or equivalent
services to all of their customers, clients, students or
veterans.
Most people don’t know that transportation in this
nation, even for non-profit agencies, is largely funded
by the Federal Government. Public Transit Authorities
typically receive 80% of their funding from the federal
government, but often claim that it isn’t enough. If
someone offered to give you $80 free and clear, would you
tell them that only $100 would be enough?
Non-profits receive 50% to 80% of the funding for
their vehicles, and that funding requires them to comply
with all federal laws, but they will still claim that it’s too
expensive to install a ramp. They say this even after they
signed legal documents agreeing to install ramps. If you

Alex Fauchet is a Winter 2015 Graduate of SUNY
Plattsburgh with a B.S. in Elementary Environmental Education.
Alex continues to participate in the campus compost
program, officially called the Campus Compost Committee.
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In a
signed a contract, would you expect to violate it and have
no repercussions?
Colleges offer transportation to students, but most
State University of New York student shuttle buses
(across the state) don’t have ramps or lifts for their
students who use wheelchairs. They claim that “the
student association runs the bus service” so they are
not responsible. But, those shuttles and the contractor
that runs them were largely acquired/hired with Federal
money. If you had a disabled child in college, shouldn’t
your tuition provide the same opportunities for your child
that other students have?
Veterans Service Organizations, like the DAV,
routinely solicit charitable donations for vans to transport
veterans to medical care at Veterans Administration
clinics, but they exclude mobility-impaired veterans from
riding in those vans. Veterans nationwide are excluded
if they cannot walk into the transport van, which, by
the way, is a free ride for those veterans. And, the DAV
turns those charitably funded vans over to the Veterans
Voluntary Services Administration which manages the
maintenance and insurance. This is federally supported
discrimination. If your husband had his legs blown off
while defending his country, would it seem fair that he
couldn’t get his free ride to medical care?
• 54 million Americans have disabilities
• 5.5 million Veterans have disabilities
• 16,000 citizens in Clinton County have disabilities
If the County, State or Nation wanted to build an
equitable society, it could start by being as outraged about
the widespread discrimination in Transportation as it
seems to be about grocery prices.
If the nation really wants more people “off the dole”,
we might start thinking about how those people can
actually get to work from their homes.
If we want our children to see the “better angels” in
us, we might think about standing up for an issue that
affects millions of people every day.
________________

Park”.
Buses
to the People’s Climate March in New
only
if you’re
WILLINg to FIght!
YorktheCity were also organized.
Mostly it has been a journey of growing and
expanding understanding of what constitutes
patriotism. At that above-mentioned after-meeting
chat, someone put the obvious into one succinct
statement. “Plattsburgh needs an alternative
community newspaper from the grassroots.” We all
looked around at each other for a couple of minutes,
thinking about this. Then someone finally said, “We
could at least try.” So we did, and here we are, six
(count ‘em, 6) editions later.
Printing UnderCurrents is our only expense.
Everything else is done by volunteers, even folding by
hand. To date, publication has been approximately
every two months. If you like this newspaper and
want to see it continue, please consider making
a donation. Checks should be written payable to
UnderCurrents and mailed to: UnderCurrents, 91
Nevada Oval, Plattsburgh, NY 12903.
Civil Rights Act and its amendments
guaranteed that no person in the United States shall,
on the grounds of race, color, sex, age, disability
or national origin, be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance.
However, there is no quick way for any person
aggrieved by Civil Rights violations to have equal
access or equal justice. Essentially, the rights we are
guaranteed might be “given” if we are willing to fight
long and hard to achieve them. While we fight for
our rights, whatever harm is being done by Civil
Rights violations continues with hundreds of people
harmed by and limited by those violations.
The major difficulty with administrative and
remedial law, such as the Civil Rights Act and
Americans with Disabilities Act, is that people
do not simply have these rights, as stated in the
law. When they are harmed by violations of the
law, they must seek a remedy. Seeking a remedy is
complicated and lengthy since the most amicable
form of remedy is a local complaint often launched
with the same people who are violating the law. If
that doesn’t work, the next steps are to file a lawsuit
or a complaint with State or Federal authorities.
Most people who are harmed by Civil Rights
violations do not have the money to afford an
attorney capable of bringing a Civil Rights lawsuit.
These suits are extremely lengthy and expensive.
If they can’t afford an attorney, their only option is
to make a complaint with the state or the Federal
agency that oversees the funding for the violator.
If a recipient of federal assistance is found to
have discriminated and voluntary compliance with
the law cannot be achieved, the federal agency

think the same ideas. Once I looked for other
students interested in composting, they began
popping up left and right. The food provider
has been considering the idea for a while. The
perfect storm of interest took place to get the
program up and running. Our hope in the coming
year is to reach out to our campus members and
educate them. Within the next few years it would
be incredible to begin collecting post-consumer
waste—the food left behind on peoples’ plates. But
we will see. We need to keep looking for interested
individuals who want to keep the ball rolling. And
we need to keep composting.

REFERENCES: Title VI (Civil Rights) Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA), 49 CFR §37.121, 49 CFR §37.131 ((b), (e),) 49 CFR
§37.137 (c), 49 CFR §37.23, 49 CFR, Program Fraud Civil Remedies
Act of 1986, 31 U.S.C. Chapter 38 - Administrative Remedies
for False Claims and Statements and implementing US DOT
Regulations, 49 CFR Part 31, The Criminal Provisions of 18 U.S.C
1001 as authorized in 49 U.S.C. 53 and other applicable statutes.
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He reached the border at dawn.
The creature guarding the gate
shouted down to him,
“So you have come to find the
meaning of life!”
“I have found the meaning of life, sir.”
“And what might that be?” asked
the creature.
“The meaning of life is love.”
“I see,” said the creature.
“Then what do you seek beyond
my border?”
“Now I must find the meaning
of love.”
The gate opened and the traveller rode on.
A VERY ShORT STORY BY …

Anne N. Mousse

